
Loom Design
Modi Floor

Farbe #

biały

czarny

Technical details

Kraj produkcji  Dania

producent Loom Design

Średnica w cm 35

długość kabla 200 cm

Moc w watach 10 W

Wskaźnik oddawania barw >80

Strumień świetlny w lm 600

Temperatura barwowa w stopniach
Kelvina

2.700 bardzo ciepła
biel

ochrona IP65

zakres dostawy LED

Dimensions H 150 cm | Ø 35 cm

Opis

The Loom Design Modi Floor is a battery-powered floor lamp, manufactured in
aluminium with a classic shade. The floor lamp has an elegant and minimalist
design that makes this stylish lamp perfect in many modern rooms and
environments. In addition to Modi Floor White, this lamp is also available in a
beautiful, black version - Modi Floor Black – as well as table lamps in several
modern colours. This makes it easy to use Modi lamps across different rooms
and interiors. Classical... and yet not. Modi Floor has a beautiful design that is
classic and elegant. However, this battery-powered floor lamp is by no means
just any old classic floor lamp. On the contrary, the Modi floor lamp has
integrated LED lighting as well as IP65 rating that makes it suitable for use as
both an indoor and outdoor lamp. With up and down-facing lighting,
adjustable brightness (5-100%) and RGB lights in 7 different colours (red,
green, blue, yellow, orange, dark blue and violet) this lamp gives ample
opportunity for exciting and decorative lighting that can be adapted to
different rooms, purposes and moods. However, it doesn't stop there! The
Loom Design Modi Floor has a smart touch dimmer on the bar with memory
for brightness, colour temperature and RGB. With up to 9 hours of battery life
and a smart power level indicator on the rod, you always know when it's time
to charge its elegant battery lamp via the included USB charging base.
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